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Maximize the efficiency
with smart storage management!

AUTOMATED VERTICAL STORAGE SYSTEM

Producing digital solutions to sectoral problems, ÜÇGE offers an innovative
solution to the difficulties experienced in storage and distribution systems with
Sirius smart technologies.
Implemented under Sirius technologies in order to end the distribution and stock
problems within the company, the Automated Vertical Storage System makes the
storage and distribution stages of the products systematic. It is planned to increase
performance by minimizing manpower with ODIS and technology is adapted to daily
life. Aiming to minimize storage costs and create a contactless and fast storage
process thanks to the smart system it has developed, ÜÇGE also aims to minimize
the need for manpower and the margin of error.

AUTOMATED VERTICAL STORAGE SYSTEM

Automated and fast solution to your stocking needs!
Developed to eliminate the stock and storage problem experienced in
the industrial sector, ODIS is a costless and automated system that can
be managed from a single location.

How did we born?
We have implemented the Automated Vertical Storage System in
order to prevent problems arising from transportation and storage
problems and to create a systematic and regular delivery process.

What do we promise?
We aim to provide 24/7 access to the products needed, to
minimize the margin of error by completely digitizing the
delivery process, and to bring a digital breath to the order
distribution processes.
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Industry
Savings in labor force,
gaining time

ODIS

Industry

The procurement phase of industrial
materials in factories and workplaces is a
long and detailed process. ODIS, which was
developed in order to reach the material as
soon as possible when needed, saves the
working power of the personnel and
minimizes the material procurement
process.

ODIS

Industry

Minimum effort, maximum performance!
With its functional interior design, Automated Vertical Storage System allows you to reach the product you
need as soon as possible. It promises maximum efficiency in minimum space by eliminating storage and
supply problems. It provides energy, space and time advantages to both the personnel and the company.
Minimizing your storage and supply costs, ODIS increases the operational efficiency of businesses with a
technological and systematic storage management system that it offers.

With ODIS;
Maximum occupational safety is ensured in intra-company transportation.
Products and materials are stored under the most suitable conditions, product safety is guaranteed.
ODİS can be installed in the appropriate area on the basis of company and project and it can be produced in
various sizes upon request.
It provides automatic integration with its ERP system.
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What are the Advantages
of Automated Vertical
Storage System?

ODIS

What are the Advantages of Automated Vertical Storage System?
Working with a central management system, ODIS has the advantage of easy and error-free inventory
tracking. Making all storage management focused on a single center, ODIS saves time up to %67.
It provides direct stock control and order tracking with ERP system integration.
With the digital software it has, all control and supply stages are presented to users with a user- friendly
interface.
Providing maximum efficiency on minimum space, the storage hopper allows storing more than one product
variety at once. Thanks to the efficient storage area, a minimum of 40% savings is achieved.
Products placed in ODIS are stored under the most suitable conditions.
In retail uses; thanks to its smart system, it detects the missing product shelves and places the products on the
shelves whose stock is low. Thus, employees can reach the products without interruption. While accelerating
the supply process within the company, with ODIS an increase in turnover is a natural consequence.
ODIS, which is at least 75% more efficient than manual stocking; minimizes space, time and manpower.
It minimizes the errors and risks that may occur due to the human factor throughout the process with its
automated system.
It ensures time and cost savings with the speed it provides to consumers and operators.

ODIS

System Setup

ODIS is installed
in the convenient area.

Electricity, internet
and integration
connection of the
device is provided.

User authorization
definitions and
optimization are done.

Product stocks
are loaded into
the machine.

The device starts
working.

ODIS

How does it work?

Products to be stored; barcodes,
hand terminals, smart devices are
read and placed in ODIS.

The convenient storage shelf is
automatically detected and
the product is stacked.

The product whose code is read
is instantly detected and
delivered quickly.

It is ensured that the placed
product is stored under suitable
conditions until the time of need.

When a stored product is requested,
the QR code defined for the
product is read to ODİS.

ODIS

Technical Features
It has a flexible structure that can be changed in the
number and dimensions of trays according to
customer requests.
A sample ODIS;
The device measures 4.76 meters in length,
2.34 meters in width, and 4.53 meters in height.
It has 160 tray capacity volume.

Options;
There is a sliding security door on the front of the device,
where product picking / placing is done.
According to the user's preference, there is 1 automatic
sliding door on the back that opens during delivery.
The trays and boxes can be modified into the size and design
suitable for the goods that it is going to store.

ODIS

Technical Features

Thanks to the high rotation speed in the system, fast access to
all stored products is provided.
The position of the product in the vending machine can be determined
with the position indicators.
Modular configuration, adjustable parcel volume and space requirements
can be customized according to the area where it is located.

ODIS

Other Features
Automated Vertical Storage System and software installations are carried out by ÜÇGE.
ODIS provides an effective rack storage system, reducing costs and increasing revenue.
It minimizes the margin of error by providing continuity in production and presentation.
It provides a competitive advantage in the market by presenting the products to the consumer in the
healthiest form and on time.
Storage System control can be done in a single center and the stock status of the products can be checked.
The system interface is compatible with smartphones for a contactless and hygienic delivery.
The system automatically detects the dimensions of the products and positions them on the appropriate shelves.
Various products can be loaded at once by creating new barcode definitions on the smart devices.
Orders are stored securely with barcode, QR code and password system.
ODIS can be developed specifically for the brand, also it can be customized with concept dressing and design.

ODIS

Areas of Use

Factories

Logistics Warehouses

E-Commerce Warehouses

Contact us for a detailed project meeting.
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